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ABSTRACT
In current Business Scenario, banks use direct marketing campaigns and advertisement activities in the context of corporate reputation and brand name enhancement and to increase the sale of their new launched product by researching more improved market segments which is based on understanding customers’ behavior. The competition in market has led marketing managers to invest on the advertisements and campaigns to follow the path that introduce its better products to customers in a successful and economical way. Due to this reason, banks need to identify either to use direct marketing campaigns or advertisements or the mix promotion to achieve its aim looking to concerns and necessities of Customer. In this study a research has been done on direct marketing campaign and advertisement by exploring their relationship and literature survey has been done to identify which one to be in forefront to maximize the investment return by enhancing the product sale.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In marketing, there are two opposed approaches to communication: mass marketing and direct marketing. In mass marketing, a communication message is broadcast to all customers through media. In spite of large investments in market research and media planning, it is hard to know the benefits of mass marketing. This has led to an increased popularity of direct marketing. The final goal of direct marketing is cost-effective, two-way, one-to-one communication with each and every customer. Hence, it is essential to learn present and predict future customer preferences. In today’s chaotic business environment, customer preferences route dynamically and are too complex to derive straightforwardly. In this paper we will do a research study on direct marketing campaign and advertisement by exploring their relationship and literature survey to identify which one to be in forefront to maximize the investment return by enhancing the product sale.

1.1 Advertising
Advertising is a paid form of presentation and promotion of a product using the mass communication that is aimed to inform members of a particular audience. Advertising is useful in communicating factual information
about the product or keep reminding consumers to buy the brand of their liking. Advertising can be expensive; hence, companies need to keep check to ensure their messages are effective.

**Types of Advertising**

- **Product advertising** is an advertising message which focuses on a specific product. This is the type of advertising which normally the person usually thinks of when talking about most promotional activities.

- **Institutional advertising** is a form of advertising that promotes the image of a corporation, rather than an individual product they offer. This provides more public awareness about the company or improves the image of already existing ones publicly.

- **Informative advertising** focus on enhancing initial demand for a product.

The ultimate goal of an advertisement is to enhance the likelihood that a customer will buy a particular product. Advertising explains the close relationship between marketing communications and promotional strategy.

### 1.2 Direct Marketing

Direct marketing is direct non personal communication between focused targeted consumers or organizations and sellers designed to obtain an immediate response and develop lasting relationships. The response could come in the type of an order, a request for more information, a visit to a store or other place of business for purchase of a product. For buyers, direct marketing is convenient, easy to use, private, immediate and interactive. For sellers, direct marketing is a powerful tool for developing customer relationships. Using database marketing, market managers target small groups or individuals, identify their needs, and promote these offers through personalized communications. Direct marketing offers sellers a low-cost, efficient option for reaching their markets. Hence, direct marketing has become one of the popular types of marketing promotion.

**Types of Direct Marketing**

- **Catalog marketing** is direct marketing via print, video, or electronic catalogs that are mailed to select customers, made available in stores, or presented online. Catalog is an efficient and expensive way to do business.

- **Direct-mail marketing** is direct marketing through sms, letterbox drops, direct mail or email to reach the customers. Direct mail is best fit for one-to-one communication.

- **Telemarketing** is direct marketing which involves the use of the telephone in which a salesperson solicits prospective customers to buy products or services over the phone and customers make a call to gain information or place orders. This way is cheap and easy In comparison to door-to-door selling.

### II. DATA MINING AND KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY

A The terms Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) and Data Mining are often used interchangeably but in real data mining is an important step in the KDD process. Data mining (also known as knowledge discovery in database-KDD) has been defined as the non trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potentially
useful information from data. Data mining involves the use of sophisticated data analysis tool to discover previously unknown, valid pattern and relationships in large data sets. Data mining uses machine learning, different techniques of statistical and visualization to discover and present knowledge in a form which is easily comprehensible to humans. These tools can include statistical model, mathematical algorithms and machine learning methods (algorithms that improve their performance automatically through experience such as neural network or decision tree) consequently; data mining consist of more than collecting and managing data.

Data mining can be performed on data represented in quantities, textual or multimedia form. Data mining applications can use a variety of parameters to examine the data, they include association (patterns where one event is connected to another event) sequence or path analysis one (patterns where one event lead to another event), classification (identifications of new patterns), clustering (finding and visually documenting group of previous unknown facts) and forecasting (discovering patterns from which one can make predictions regarding future activities). Data mining has been broadly and successfully applied in a wide variety of applications, including finance, marketing, banking, biomedicine, medical diagnostics and etc.

III. STUDY ON ADVERTISING AND DIRECT MARKETING CAMPAIGN

3.1 Advertising Campaign

An advertising campaign is a series of linked advertisement messages which share a particular idea and theme. Advertising campaign is typically broadcast through several media channels over a specific time frame. It requires many skilled people from various companies to do the work correctly.

Developing an Advertising Campaign

Advertising campaigns need to be carefully planned and executed with maximum effectiveness and return on marketing investment as they are related to the organizations’ overall promotional goals. The three things that all advertising campaign has are they stay in budget, original and lead the consumer down the path to purchase or sale. The various steps that organizations take to develop and implement the advertising campaign:

- **Identifying the Target Market** The target market of an advertising campaign is identified from research and segmentation decisions.

- **Setting the Budget** The organization needs to set the advertising budget. As it is costly activity, a percentage of total promotion budget is set for advertising, depending on how much and type of advertising it can afford.

- **Setting Message Goals** Message goals for a campaign can be increasing awareness on brand, enhancing sales by some minimum percentage, or changing the outlook of a product. The objective is simply to attract people and recognize their need for the product.

- **Designing the Ad** An effective advertising message should get attention, hold the interest, create a desire, and generate action. Through this ADIA concept customers reach a purchase decision.

![](Fig. 1 AIDA concept)
• **Pretesting** To identify whether the campaign ideas will work or not. In this pretesting, the research that goes on in the starting stages of a campaign, focus on gathering basic information by surveys and discussions among focus groups.

• **Media Selection** To broadcast the organization’s message to its audience, the selected media must have good expertise of achieving the communications objectives of informing, persuading, and reminding potential customers of the product going to be advertised.

### 3.2 Direct Marketing Campaign

Direct Marketing is an art of selling to targeted customer market. An effective Direct Marketing campaign makes organization brand closer to focused customers and lead to customer action by email, direct mail or telemarketing. Direct marketing strategy focus on studying customer behaviour and identifying certain customers for product marketing. But the changing dynamics of the marketing environment makes customers nature, behaviour unpredictable which in turn results as the difficult task for managers to plan marketing campaigns. In this case, a specific direct marketing framework model can identify and predict changes in customer behaviour which can develop long-term and strong relationship between organization’s businesses and understanding customers’ behaviour to support managers to plan effective campaigns for direct marketing.

### 3.3 Direct Marketing Framework

It is a systematic, simple and well-integrated framework that uses direct marketing concepts to ease the development of marketing knowledge and support in taking marketing decisions. A well defined approach for the data model is essential to achieve marketing objectives by leading marketers to migrate along predetermined and desirable paths. The main goal of the framework model is to let marketers finding the interesting patterns on the basis of customer behaviour. The direct marketing framework model which explains the different phases in direct marketing area are:

• **Direct Marketing Planning** The initial step in the framework involves the marketer to understand the requirement of the project.

• **Data Preparation** The data preparation phase includes data sampling, record and attribute selection, cleaning of data and transformation.

• **Data Mining Technique Selection** By this step, direct marketers must have chosen one of data mining main purposes in direct marketing i.e. customer profiling, deviation analysis and trends analysis.

• **Analysis, Evaluation and Interpretation of Model** Marketers can use predictive accuracy for model analysis and evaluation.

• **Presentation of Marketing Knowledge** This stage focus to simplify the clearness about the marketing model and hence the retrieval of knowledge.

### IV. LITERATURE REVIEW

A literature survey has been done to identify whether advertising, direct marketing campaign or mix promotion should be in forefront to maximize the investment return by enhancing the product sale for the organizations. Lilian Sing et. al. provided a comprehensive framework to guide research efforts focusing on direct marketing strategy and aid practitioners in their quest to achieve direct marketing success using data mining methods and
demonstrated that data mining is an effective tool for direct marketing which can improve bank marketing campaigns in their DM framework.[1]

Every type of advertising has a different impact on consumers. For a new customer, it is more preferred to use informative advertising, where as the usage of advertisements with a favorable image lead people to associate with a product and has a significant role in influencing customer behavior. In further study the consumer behavior in dynamic market is modeled, by researching and analyzing both prestige and informative effects of advertising. This proves that if advertising provides necessary information it has a major impact on customers’ behavior and choice to make a purchase. [2]

As noted by Allison Schiff of the Direct Marketing News Blog, “30 years ago, While a direct mail piece addressed to “dear resident” was enough, people now have expectations of personalized communications that should speak to them on a variety of levels.” Theresa Wabler, director of marketing at Parago remarks that segmentation will be applied on to marketing and promotions. “Promotions will become more targeted, making sure that they focus directly on to a brand’s loyal base of consumers, or a particular demographic that is on the edge for growth. This will not only keep and protect the brand’s value and reputation, but will encourage to more loyal customers.” [3]

Elsalamony et. al. has evaluated and compared the classification performance of the two different data mining techniques’ models MPLNN and C5.0 on the bank direct marketing dataset to classify for bank deposit subscription. The classification performances of the two models have used three statistical measures; Classification accuracy, sensitivity and specificity to increase the campaign effectiveness by identifying the main characteristics that affect the success . The selected dataset was partitioned into training and tested by the ratio 70%:30% respectively. Experimental results showed the effectiveness of both models. Importance analysis has shown that attribute "Duration" in both models has achieved the most important attribute. [4]

Eniafe Festus Ayetiran et. al. to predict a probability that a customer in Ebedi Microfinance bank will respond to a promotion or an offer, used Ebedi Microfinance bank customers’ historical purchase data and developed a predictive response model with data mining techniques. Bayesian algorithm precisely Naïve Bayes algorithm was employed in constructing the classifier system. Both filter and wrapper feature selection techniques were employed in determining inputs to the model. The results obtained shows that Ebedi Microfinance bank can plan effective marketing of their products and services by obtaining a guiding report on the status of their customers which will go a long way in assisting management in saving significant amount of money that could have been spent on wasteful promotional campaigns. [5]

In this paper a deep research on C5.0 algorithm by embedding “boosting” technology in cost matrix and cost-sensitive tree to establish a new model for individual credit evaluation of Commercial Bank is done. Su-lin Pang and Ji-zhang Gong applied their new model on evaluating the individual credit records of a German bank, and compared results of the adjusted decision tree model and the original one. The comparison showed that the adjusted decision tree model is more precise[12].

A Direct Marketing Framework designed using a combination of different data mining methodologies and direct marketing concepts. It is aimed to facilitate marketers with only little data mining skills to effectively plan direct marketing campaigns. This research has presented a key issue in the application of data mining in direct marketing context. It presented a theoretical framework and empirically tested its performance through the use of a case study in supermarket promotions strategy[13].
V. CONCLUSION

As per the detailed study and literature review done, it has been found that Managers need to study Customers’ behaviour depending on their past responses on the campaigns and proper planning should be done to promote a product. For this purpose data mining concepts are very effectively beneficial in illustrating the performances of customer profiling, deviation analysis and trends analysis. Advertising is a favourable presentation and adoption of a product, service, institution or an idea via mass media to the public and Direct Marketing leads to direct contact with the selected customers. The mix promotion by an organization will bring the product more closer to the customers, add to corporate reputation and brand name enhance and will be the best approach to generate the maximum return on investment (ROI). A future study can be done further to identify the best marketing methods to achieve the maximum return on investments for promoting the sale of their product. behaviour depending on their past responses on the campaigns and proper planning should be done to promote a product.
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